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After fighting his way back from a paralyzing defeat, Kael resolves to bring an end to the enemies of

the Orudan Empire. Enlisting the help of his family and most-trusted friends, he faces off against an

ancient evil and embraces his destiny.As Maeryn rises through the ranks to attain a command

position within the Resistance, she learns of a conspiracy in her organization and realizes the

enormous resources at her disposal. Determined to set things right, she seizes control and sets a

new course for the movement. Reacquainting with his closest friends, Saba pieces together the

identity and motive of the enemy. Bringing his vast knowledge to bear, he collaborates with

Orudâ€™s High Council to force the enemy into the open, while waiting to reveal a secret of his

own.Working to establish communications with the mysterious organization protecting him, Adair

sets in motion a plan that he hopes will enable him to return to his worldâ€”and his family.In Book

Three of his  bestselling series, Jason Tesarâ€™s epic saga shatters the barrier between ancient

and modern worlds, hurtling toward earthâ€™s post-apocalyptic future as it blends the genres of

fantasy, science fiction, action adventure, and military thrillers.
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First of all, I have to say THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU! It was such a pleasure to read

these books for the story line and not have to skip through page after page after page of a very

detailed description of a sexual act between a couple. Please, we all know what goes on in the

bedroom. Just kiss if you must but then please "SHUT THE DOOR"!Great story line and lots of

detailed description of action. I almost felt as if I was there. After reading book one, I immediately

ordered books two and three. I am hoping for a book #4. Have to find out what happened to Adair

and if Kael finds him.Young or old, anyone who enjoys fantasy/adventures will enjoy this trilogy of a

battle between good and evil.

Ok, I just finished book three and, like the other two it was phenomenal! But the series can't possibly

be over. I am completely addicted! Usually when I read a series, I don't read the books all at once, I

take a break between installations. Not this time! I read all three books back to back and now I am

wishing that they weren't over. The characters are like dear old friends to me and I hope to see

them again! I still have a hard time believing that this is only the beginning of what this author has in

store for us. A lot of well known, seasoned authors don't even write this good. He truly has a gift

when it comes to storytelling! From character development to the description of their surroundings to

the amazing battle scenes, everything was flawless, well thought out, and put down on the page so

well that I didn't even really have to visualize anything. The scenes just popped into my head as

though I was watching it, not reading it. Now, all I have left to say is this: Jason, please, please,

please, write more books!

The author has developed a great story that feels fresh. The story line is quick and avoids excessive

details, blatant philosophy, excessive romance, and character introspection. This allows for an easy

read and keeps the plot line moving forward. However, the story is centered on potentially rich

complexities and the writing style also introduces the greatest weakness. The world, relationships

and plot development are cumbersome. Dialogue is trite and forced. Characters are easily swayed

and persuaded through clipped interaction. I felt like the characters were chess pieces being moved

by the (often visible) hand of the author. There's not enough character independence to create a

distinct reality. I am a critical reader and expect to be absorbed into fiction. With this series, I see

where the plot bridges have washed away and have to knowingly move the characters (and myself)

across gaps to continue the story.Regardless, because the ideas are so different to me and new, I

finished all three books quickly and have enjoyed the greater story. I want to learn what happens



next. I suspect the author is a new writer and I have seen him grow through the series. I give him

credit and hope to see him succeed. Ultimately, enjoyment is the reason to read, and I am enjoying

these books.

After reading the first book i was hooked. I didnt expect too much from a free kindle read but I was

pleasantly wrong. The book was so intriquing that I could not put it down. I quickly purchased books

2 and 3 for a wopping 2.99 each, can't beat that. Book 2 was just as good as one . I felt as if I was

there living the lives of these interesting characters.Book 3 however although started strong, i was

really disappointed with the ending of the fact that Adiar was left out for much of the book. So

disappointed that I looked up the Author and low and behold, he has more stuff coming!!!! Adair is

much alive and in our world... Kael is on his way to our world... interesting!!!! Check out the authors

homepage for details.... ;- CANNOT wait for Book 4!!!!!!He is also writing a prequal to this, with

Saba, and where he's from and how he started... Its going to be really good.. I can't wait!!!!!The

Awakened: Book Three

I have nothing new to add! I don't usually read books in a series all at once, as one reviewer wrote.

But this one! I got Book 1, then immediately ordered Books 2 and 3. What I DON'T like is being left

hanging, so I HAVE to believe that there is a Book 4 somewhere in the making! I don't usually read

fantasy type books, but this one grabbed me and wouldn't let go. I am SO "in love" with the

characters! The good ones, that is! I recommend getting Book 1 first, if you're new to fantasy as I

was. Then, if you don't become totally wrapped up in it, you don't have to buy the rest of the series!

I am giving all 3 of the series 5 stars, they are all a very good read keeping you in suspense as you

read. fter I got thru the first book it left you at a point of a sequelso I had to by the next and the next

in the series. and I'm still wanting more..... They need to make a movie of these. Jason Tesar

should do this full time.

I never read this much in such a short period of time. It started when I was headed to Punta Cana -

now I'm back and I'm still reading!! I find myself at the grocery store in line staring at my phone and

gasping for air while others turn around to see what's wrong with me!! This book draws you in and

makes you want to keep reading. Start from the beginning of the series and you won't be

disappointed!!
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